Introduction

Reversal of financial market integration in Europe during the global financial crisis requires tools to measure and monitor banking sector stability. Banking sectors in Europe, especially in Central and Eastern countries, are characterized by a significant share of foreign capital and height level of concentration. This phenomenon may enhance the financial institutions to compete and probably take more risk causing banking sector more instable. The question whether foreign capital influences the stability of banks is examined by an extensive literature and provides mixed results. Another important question is whether the risk determinants are the same in...
a cross-country analysis and for different stages of country development. Important feature of the banking sectors of CEE countries is that banks are relatively small in comparison to the advanced. To verify the above we concern different sub-groups: advanced economies vs. emerging economies.

We aim to throw some light on these aspects, and specifically address three main questions in our empirical analysis: i) the changes in foreign ownership in banks as the channel of influence on risk in banking sector, ii) the relevance of economic development in the country for determining stability of bank risk, iii) the relative importance of changes in bank risk-taking promoted by financial liberalization. The study provides important findings that banks’ risk-taking is driven by different sets of determinants across European countries, so regulators could not design the same strategies to limit systemic risk for advanced and emerging markets. Based on the empirical literature, identification of banking risk determinants in the Central and Eastern Europe banking sector appears to be limited. The international regulatory framework of the banking sector, which is dedicated to advanced economies, may not have application in emerging markets.

Taking into account the incompleteness of banking sector instability, this paper adopts a combined approach and presents adjusted return on assets ratio, which can form the basis of risk-taking by banks in two groups of countries: advanced, and developing in Europe.

The contribution of this study is as follows: firstly, based on the research undertaken by Brunnermeier and Pedersen [2009], Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache [1999] and Brewer, Kaufman and Larry [2008], we present a bank’s efficiency ratio that can contribute to changing and growing instability of individual banks and the entire financial system. We document trends in the relative importance of risk ratio for a large sample of international banks over 10 years to take into account the impact of the business cycle in systemic risk fluctuation. Still open is the question of the pro-cyclical nature of systemic risk [see: Borio, Furfine, Lowe, 2001]; secondly, the study explores the implications of the interaction between bank risk-taking and a range of determinants in different countries. The empirical study on the determinants of banking risk diversification will answer the question of which factors were omitted in previous studies and which factors – foreign capital ownership, financial liberalization, or macroeconomic conditions – implicate significant impulses for systemic risk spread; finally, we assess what differences of banking risk determinants are associated with countries at different levels of economic development.

1. Literature review and hypotheses

The recent global financial crisis has highlighted the importance of the procyclicality of the banking sector. The phenomenon has transformed banks from mitigation risk to pressures of increase efficiency, potentially affecting financial stability
in whole sectors. The risk taken by the bank can result from its internal policy, for example, in terms of leverage, the ownership structure, access to foreign financing, or structural and macroeconomic factors. But the reactions of banks can be varied between countries with different levels of development.

1.1. The impact of the foreign ownership on bank risk

Moving to ownership structure, many banking systems are dominated by public ownership, but the increasing foreign bank penetration on bank risk and lending, especially in emerging economies, is a significant problem stressed in the literature [Agoraki, Delis, Pasiouras, 2011; Iannotta, Nocera, Sironi, 2013; Jimenez, Lopez, Saurina, 2013]. Bang, Olivero and Wu [2011] use bank-level variable on about 350 foreign subsidiaries of 68 multinational banks in emerging economies, and emphasize evidence of financial crisis transmission of financial shocks from parent banks to foreign subsidiaries, and this is strongest among subsidiaries in Central and Eastern Europe. Anginer, Cerutti and Martínez Pería [2016] examine the relation between the default risk of foreign bank subsidiaries in developing countries and their parents during the global financial crisis and find significant and positive correlation. This is lower in banks which are more independent from their foreign parents. The risky shocks in subsidiaries are also related with host country bank regulations. Dekle and Mihye [2014] find evidence that foreign affiliates operating in internal markets reduced their risk in lending by more than the domestic banks located in these regions. The access of foreign banks to funding from parent banks through internal capital markets serves as the most convincing explanation for this situation. The impact of foreign and state ownership on banking risk was investigated by Lassoued, Houda and Ben Rejeb Attia [2016], who find that state ownership banks are encouraged to take more risks while foreign subsidiaries. But on the other hand, state-owned banks increase capital ratio to hedge against excessive risk.

Using data from 35 emerging economies located in Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America and Asia, Wu et al. [2017] investigate whether foreign bank group affects the risk of domestic banks. They find evidence that the banking risk increases with the penetration of foreign investors in the host economy. De Haas and Van Horen [2012] limit lending in many CEE countries, that depend on cross-border credit from Western Europe, transmitting shocks across borders. Regarding its impact on risk-taking, foreign ownership is noticed as a stimulator for risk-taking for several reasons. First, foreign institutions are more efficient and take more risk. Second, foreign banks may show higher preference for risk compared to domestic banks as they can hedge and better diversify risk.

Against the above findings and on the prominent role of foreign banks in most emerging countries, it is expected that ownership stimulates banking risk.

Hypothesis 1: Foreign ownership has a negative influence on bank’s stability in developing countries in Europe.
1.2. Financial liberalization as the determinant of banking risk-taking

Financial liberalization is often defined as a measure of banking efficiency as well as a measure of independence from government control and interference in the financial sector. Our paper also contributes to studies on the impact of financial liberalization on the risk in the banking sector. Research on a negative and positive influence of financial openness on risk or efficiency were conducted by Cubillas and González [2014], Luo, Tanna and De Vita [2016]. The literature traditionally highlights that financial liberalization is the main determinant of banking risk showing several channels [Demirgüç-Kunt, Detragiache, 1999; Kaminsky, Reinhart, 1999]. Financial liberalization usually implies the reduction of controls on international capital movements, and more restrictions on bank activities have been viewed by regulators as a useful tool for reducing bank risk [Hovakimian, Kane, 2000]. A set of theoretical literature models the relation between financial liberalization and bank risk through increases in risk-taking. This openness for financial institutions to raise foreign currency funding and lending them to local borrowers generate additional risk [Kaminsky, Reinhart, 1999; Stiglitz, 2000]. Cubillas and González [2014] indicate that financial liberalization implies stronger competition in the banking sector that increases bank risk by expanding possibility in emerging countries and increases risk-taking encouragements in high developed countries. As opposite, the literature on boom-bust cycles suggests that financial liberalization increases banking risk by undertaking riskier investments much more in less economically and developed countries [Tornell, Westermann, Martinez, 2004].

According to these arguments, we expect that financial liberalization has a greater influence on bank risk in developed countries, because poor-quality institutions increase the ability of financial liberalization to expand opportunities to undertake riskier investments. Thus, our hypothesis is as follows:

Hypothesis 2: Financial liberalization has an impact on the increase in risk-taking by banks.

2. Research design and identification of the banking risk measures

We use risk adjusted ROA ratio as the bank’s stability measure [Amidu, Wolfe, 2013; Ghosh, 2017], calculated as (Eq. 1):

\[
RISK_{AD_{n,i,t}} = \frac{ROA_{n,i,t}}{\sigma ROA_{n,i,t}}
\]

where:

\(RISK_{AD_{n,i,t}}\) – the ROA ratio adjusted by risk measure in \(n\) bank, in \(i\) country, at \(t\) time

\(ROA_{n,i,t}\) – return on assets ratio in \(n\) bank, in \(i\) country, at \(t\) time

\(\sigma ROA_{n,i,t}\) – standard deviation of ROA in \(n\) bank, in \(i\) country, at \(t\) time
The choice of risk adjusted ROA variable is in line with the general concept that foreign capital brings innovation and efficiency, reduces costs, which translates into higher rates of return.

We test for the interaction between the bank risk and its factors using a basis panel regression model presented as (Eq. 2):

$$RISK\_AD_{n,t} = \beta_1 RISK\_AD_{n,t-1} + \beta_2 SIZE_{n,t} + \beta_3 LOANS\_ASSETS_{n,t} + \beta_4 FOREIGN\_BANKS_{t} \nonumber$$

$$+ \beta_5 FINANCIAL\_FREE_{t} + \beta_6 INFLATION_{t} + \beta_7 GDP\_GROWTH_{t} + \varepsilon_{t}, \quad (2)$$

where:

- $Y_{n,i,t}$ – the n-th bank risk measure, calculated as $RISK\_AD_{n,i,t}$ (Eq. 1) for bank risk in i-th country, observed in t period
- $l$ – number of lags for dependent variable
- $\beta$ – the regression coefficient (the measure of sensitivity of bank risk)
- $SIZE_{n,i,t}$ – logarithm of total bank’s assets
- $LOANS\_ASSETS_{n,i,t}$ – as the ratio of bank’s total loans to assets (%), as a measure of bank’s activity

At the national level, we control foreign ownership, financial freedom, real GDP growth, and inflation.

- $FOREIGN\_BANKS_{i,t}$ – foreign bank assets among total bank assets (%), in i country, at t time
- $FINANCIAL\_FREE_{i,t}$ – financial freedom index, in i country, at t time

We use the Index of Financial Reforms of Abiad, Detragiache and Tressel [2008], the Financial Freedom component of the Index of Economic Freedom from the Heritage Foundation. Financial freedom is a measure of the extent of government regulation of financial services; the difficulty of opening and operating financial services institutions. The index assigns an overall score on a scale of 0–100, and it equals 0 for prohibited financial institutions, and 100 where government influence is negligible. Higher values of the index indicate greater financial freedom.

- $INFLATION_{i,t}$ – inflation rate (Financial Structure Dataset, World Bank), in i country, at t time
- $GDP\_GROWTH_{i,t}$ – annual growth rate of real GDP [Angkinand, Wihlborg, 2010] (Financial Structure Dataset, World Bank), in i country, at t time
- $\varepsilon_{i,t}$ – a random component

To test our hypotheses, this study applies a two-step GMM robust estimator for panel on individual banks [Arellano, Bond, 1991; Blundell, Bond, 1998]. Furthermore, I used several tests proposed by Arellano and Bond [1991] and Arellano and Bover [1995] to evaluate the general model. The first is the Hansen test of over-iden-
tifying restrictions, which tests the overall strength of the instruments for a two-step estimator [Arellano, Bond, 1991; Blundell, Bond, 1998]. As instrumentals there were used lagged dependent variables. All regression parameters are provided with the level of significance, which should facilitate interpretation of results. I used the Arellano-Bond tests for AR(1) and AR(2) in first differences.

Through a dataset, that covers 381 European banks spanning the 1995–2015 period and the methodology of panel regression, the empirical findings document the determinants of banking risk-taking. The full range of banks from 27 countries is divided into two groups: i) 20 advanced European countries (Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom), ii) 7 developing countries of CEE (the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Poland). I compute the measure of bank’s risk using the Bankscope database. Macroeconomic variables are obtained from the database: OECD Statistics, and the World Bank.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 1. Summary statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RISK_AD} ) &amp; ( \text{SIZE} ) &amp; ( \text{LOANS_ASSETS} ) &amp; ( \text{FOREIGN_BANKS} ) &amp; ( \text{FINANCIAL_FREE} ) &amp; ( \text{GDP_GROWTH} ) &amp; ( \text{INFLATION} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean &amp; 1.18 &amp; 15.74 &amp; 0.94 &amp; 37.05 &amp; 68.50 &amp; 2.39 &amp; 9.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sd &amp; 2.15 &amp; 2.43 &amp; 14.91 &amp; 33.05 &amp; 15.30 &amp; 2.71 &amp; 41.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max &amp; 82.29 &amp; 20.71 &amp; 0.99 &amp; 100.00 &amp; 95.00 &amp; 10.06 &amp; 58.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min &amp; -4.79 &amp; 4.06 &amp; 0.00 &amp; 0.00 &amp; 10.00 &amp; -8.99 &amp; 1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The symbols have the following meaning: \( \text{RISK\_AD} \) – adjusted risk is given by Eq. 1, \( \text{SIZE} \) – logarithm of total bank’s assets, \( \text{LOANS\_ASSETS} \) – as the ratio of bank’s loans to total assets (%), \( \text{FOREIGN\_BANKS} \) – foreign bank’s assets among total bank’s assets (%), \( \text{FINANCIAL\_FREE} \) – financial freedom is a measure of banking efficiency (%), \( \text{GDP\_GROWTH} \) – GDP annual rate (%), \( \text{INFLATION} \) – inflation rate.

Source: author’s own study.

Tab. 1 reports the descriptive statistics for the whole sample of 381. The average value for the \( \text{RISK\_AD} \) variable is 1.18%, with the standard deviation 2.15%. Average foreign bank ownership is 37%, and ranges from 0 to 100%. Regarding financial freedom structure varies from 10 to 95%, on average 68.5%. Tab. 2 reports correlations for bank-level variable, foreign ownership, financial liberalization, and macroeconomic variables. Adjusted risk ratio shows positive correlation between: \( \text{SIZE} \), \( \text{FINANCIAL\_FREE} \), \( \text{GDP\_GROWTH} \) and the negative correlation between the variables of \( \text{LOANS\_ASSETS} \), \( \text{FOREIGN\_BANKS} \) and \( \text{INFLATION} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 2. Correlation matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RISK_AD} ) &amp; ( \text{SIZE} ) &amp; ( \text{LOANS_ASSETS} ) &amp; ( \text{FOREIGN_BANKS} ) &amp; ( \text{FINANCIAL_FREE} ) &amp; ( \text{GDP_GROWTH} ) &amp; ( \text{INFLATION} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{RISK_AD} ) &amp; 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{SIZE} ) &amp; 0.08*** &amp; 1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{LOANS_ASSETS} ) &amp; (0.00) &amp;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Empirical results

In this section, we estimate whether banks’ risk-taking is driven by different sets of determinants in advanced and developing countries of Europe (see: Tab. 3). It shows that bank’s size has a positive effect on the risk adjusted ratio in developing countries (Model 2), but negative in advanced ones (Model 1). The similar results we obtained in $LOANS\_ASSETS$ coefficient – growth of loans influenced positively on $RISK\_AD$ in CEE, but negatively in Western Europe banks. This means that bank size and lending in advanced countries is associated with a decrease in bank risk adjusted ROA and, therefore, a decrease in the financial soundness of banks.

Tab. 3. Determinants of banking risk-taking in advanced and developing countries in Europe, 1995–2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1 (Advanced)</th>
<th>Model 2 (Developing)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$b/se$</td>
<td>$b/se$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_RISK_AD$</td>
<td>0.373***</td>
<td>0.455**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L2_RISK_AD$</td>
<td>0.274***</td>
<td>0.236**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SIZE$</td>
<td>-0.029**</td>
<td>0.158**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LOANS_ASSETS$</td>
<td>-0.004*</td>
<td>0.113*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(1.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOREIGN_BANKS</td>
<td>-0.002**</td>
<td>-0.018**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL_FREE</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP_GROWTH</td>
<td>0.052***</td>
<td>0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFLATION</td>
<td>0.031**</td>
<td>0.059**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTANT</td>
<td>1.081**</td>
<td>-0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(3.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We found that the coefficient for foreign bank’s ownership loads negatively and significantly, and the influence is stronger in developing countries and this is in line with Hypothesis 1. Intuitively, banks that have high levels of foreign capital take more risk and consequently lose stability in performance ratio. We also emphasized that bank’s stability is negatively influenced by growth of financial freedom – measure of banking efficiency as well as a measure of independence from government control and interference in the financial sector, but this relation is not statistically significant. These findings do not confirm our Hypothesis 2, that financial liberalization increases the negative impact on banking. For the control variables at the national level – GDP growth has a positive, and significant effect on banking stability. Growth in GDP improves profitability and reduces volatility of ROA. It means that banks have stable results in economic growth. But this link is not positive during recession periods, where managers might take decision how to finance lending and reduce risk.

Conclusions

This paper contributes to the literature by analysing how foreign ownership and financial freedom affects bank’s stability in developing and advanced economies in Europe over the 1995–2015 period. The results show a negative and significant relationship between foreign ownership and bank’s stability. More importantly, this negative and significant relationship is held in the model, when we used risk adjusted ROA as the instability measure.

Our results also suggest that the channel through which the bank size impacts banking risk-taking differs across countries in Europe depending on their economic development. Firstly, in developed countries, the size of bank assets increases risk and makes the ROA more volatile, in developing countries, it increases financial sta-
bility. Secondly, growth of foreign ownership in banking sector increases instability of bank’s efficiency, given by risk adjusted ROA, and this relationship is stronger in developing countries. Thirdly, procyclicality of the banking sector means gradual changes in risk-taking and perceptions in decisions of banks. It follows the pattern of taking a risk during booms, and excessive aversion to taking a risk during busts.

Summing up the implications of banking risk in European countries confirms theoretical discussion about differences in a cross-country analysis and for different stages of country development. In this paper, we compliment the existing literature by providing new insights into the impact of foreign ownership on the degree of risk-taking of the European banks. The findings may constitute the source of information during the current debate on changes in the international regulation of the banking sector.
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**The Relevance of Foreign Ownership and Financial Liberalization for Determining Banking Risk: A Comparative Analysis of European Countries**

The goal of this study is to empirically identify how foreign capital group and financial liberalization affect the risk profiles of the banking sector in Europe. Through a dataset that covers 381 European banks spanning the 1995–2015 period and the methodology of panel regression, the empirical findings document the heterogeneity of banking risk determinants. We examine the implications of banks’ risk adjusted ROA that manifest themselves as spreading and growing instability. It also contributes to the literature by focusing on a group of countries from Central and Eastern and Advanced Europe that have not been studied before. The extended model provides a causal link between the risk in the banking sector and the growth of the financial sector and economy.